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A curved swing trainer to help you feel the correct swing.

2020-04

Lynx Co. Ltd (Shinichiro Kimura CEO).  Launching the utility model registered Fureloop swing trainer  
with a curved shaft similar to the shape of a loop.  Available in five colors, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange 
and Red.  Head of a popular golf academy, Yoshinori Kobayashi through his vision has developed a 
revolutionary swing trainer to help you ingrain the feel for the correct golf swing.  

Born and developed from the 
vision of professional golfer 
Yoshinori Kobayashi.
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How to use

Swing the Fureloop just like you would any normal club.
If you feel the grip twist in your hands or the club feels heavy, it is proof that you are 
not swinging correctly.
If you can swing the Fureloop like a normal club without feeling any twisting or 
discomfort then you are swinging properly.
Practice with the Fureloop until the swing becomes ingrained in your body.
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Features

You will feel twisting or discomfort 
in your hands if you make 
an incorrect swing.

You will also feel discomfort in 
your hands if your swing direction 
is off plane.  

Large amount of
 rotation.

●Practice tips●

Small amount of 
rotation.

You will feel it once 
you swing it.  
First, don't think about 
anything but to just swing it.

A normal club only has a small amount of rotation when swung so even if you are off plane 
you can still force the swing through.  The Fureloop rotates a lot more than a normal club, its 
high moment of inertia causes a lot of force and twisting when not swung correctly giving you 
a lot of feedback.  

■An excellent swing trainer for a variety 
　of swings and habits. 

example1
A golfer that plays a cut/slice will feel the 
club flatten out.→  Difficult to follow though
When you practice with the Fureloop you 
will feel your elbows properly folding in the 
follow though.
As a result your cut/slice will be fixed.

example2
For golfers that swing more with the hands 
and arms, the amount of rotational force 
the Fureloop causes will not allow them to 
repeatedly swing the club for a long period 
of time.  
When you practice with the Fureloop you 
learn how the wrists, arms and shoulders 
aid the movement of the club in the 
transition and your body and arms become 
more synchronized. 
As a result you become less reliant on just 
your hands and arms.  

Rather than griping tightly try to relax and swing 
in a large circle from back swing to follow through 
and repeat many times.
You will begin to feel a natural on plane swing.

ImportantImportant
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●Target golfer : All●

If you swing with light grip 
pressure you can really feel 
the difference.  Helping you to 
build a repeating golf swing.

There are a lot of people that 
swing in a way that feels right 
to them without really using 
their bodies correctly.

Fits perfectly into your golf bag.

Beginners:  Engrain the feel of a proper swing before you build bad habits.  
Advanced:  you will feel slight differences in your swings.  (Yoshinori Kobayashi's student)
Teaching professionals:  The Fureloop allows your students to feel the correct swing.
 

Correct swing = increased distance and control.

Features

Commentary - Evan Gehrke（ENGLISH）
Check out this video. ➡
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Material

Color Line-up

Price

Specification

Suggested retail price ： ￥22,000
※ made in JAPAN

●HEAD ： Rubber

●SHAFT  ：  Original Steel Shaft

●GRIP ： Original TPR-Grip

JAN ： 
4571190022814    FURELOOP PRACTICING APPARATUS 【RED】
4571190022821    FURELOOP PRACTICING APPARATUS 【BLUE】
4571190022838    FURELOOP PRACTICING APPARATUS 【YELLOW】
4571190022845    FURELOOP PRACTICING APPARATUS 【ORANGE】
4571190022852    FURELOOP PRACTICING APPARATUS 【GREEN】

！ Precautions

■ Do not use other than as a practice device.
■When using indoors be beware of your surroundings, people and obstacles.
■ Please avoid using the Fureloop when young children are nearby.
■ Holding and twisting the rubber ball may cause the joint to loosen.
Discontinue use if the joint becomes loose.

■ This device may cause some discomfort.  Please do not use a lot of tension
when using the Fureloop and discontinue use if you have any discomfort or pain.

■ Please refrain from hitting balls or brushing the ground with the Fureloop.
May cause product to become damaged.

Length：40inch 　　Gross weight：525g　　Shaft-curve：800r（Radius of 80cm curved line） 

BLUE GREEN YELLOW ORANGE RED


